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Data evolving from the research project: (1) established that
engaging instructional design teams in staff development fabricates an
energetic,

resourceful, support network that facilitates diffusion of an

innovation;

(2) identified characteristics of instructional design teams

likely to forge a viable diffusion network;

(3) indicated that engaging

instructional design teams in staff development creates a microcosm of
the classroom that accelerates change; (4) demonstrated that
instructional design teams, as organized
modifications

in this study, foster

in instructional practices, learning processes and outcomes

of students, and teacher beliefs; and (5) supported the premise that
merging the expertise of two generations (i.e., teachers and students)
expedites integration of technology into teaching and learning processes.
Four implications flow from the findings of this study.

Effective

staff development requires (1) nurturing of relationships with potential
adopters,

(2) customizing the staff development for potential adopters,

(3) associating curricular supervisors with families of schools (i.e.,
elementary, middle, high), and (4) considering a network of instructional
design teams as the vehicle for diffusing other innovations.
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Pre-Study Theory and
Literature Review
This research was

an investigation of the link
between staff development
and implementing change

in teaching and learning
processes.

In this study

three instructional design
teams engaged

in a series

of staff development
sessions.

Abstract
“It is hard to be a lone innovator"
(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 316).
Hence, this study of change involved a
network of sidekicks that evolved from staff
development sessions--sidekicks more
formally defined as an instructional design
team comprised of a teacher, five students,
and another adult serving as a support
person. As a team--teacher, students, and
Support person--participated in a series of
staff development sessions devised to
develop their expertise with applications of
hypermedia via the software program
“HyperStudio” (Wagner, 1988-1994).
Re-entering the classroom, this design team
conveyed to classmates the verbal, visual,
and audio potential of hypermedia
applications; taught classmates how to use
“HyperStudio"; and coached classmates as
they created hypermedia productions related
to classroom

studies.

SY

During staff

development and upon

re-entry into classrooms to transfer knowledge

and skills, the research documented the teams’ impact on teaching and
learning processes.

A review of literature related to the structure, content, and intent of
staff development; change theory; and hypertext yielded a pre-study
theory of change in teaching and learning processes leading to diffusion
of innovations which guided this research (see Figure 1).

Pre-Study Theory
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Pre-Study Theory of Change

Staff Development
on the Innovation,
"HyperStudio"
(Wagner, 1988-1994)

Critical Attributes of Staff Develooment

@

is experientially-based (Guskey, 1979,1986; Wood &
Thompson, 1980; Fullan, 1992)
@ incorporates available knowledge bases
(Loucks-Horsley, Stallings, cited in Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991)
@ involves problem solving and reflection (Stallings,
cited in Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991)
e includes the full continuum of training components
(i.e., presentation, modeling or demonstration,
practice, feedback, and coaching) (Joyce &
®

Showers,

occurs in a

1980)

risk-free, informal atmosphere with

interaction among learners (Wood & Thompson,
1980; Fullan, 1992)

e@ takes place in the home-school setting
(Wood & Thompson, 1980)
e meshes innovation and potential adopters

VY
Implementation Dip

(Fullan, 1992)

\V/

@

(Rogers,

1983;

Fullan & Stiegelbauer,

1991)

engages an instructional design team comprised

of a teacher, a group of five students, and a support

person

<

The implementation dip is

counteracted by a delicate
balance of pressure and
support facilitated by

Model continues on next page.

Figure 1.

Desiqn

Pre-Study Theory of Change

interaction among the
implementers (Fullan, 1992)
and fostered by a network of
instructional design teams.

Pre-Study Theory
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Pre-Study Theory of Change

|

Change in instructional practices
[(Guskey, 1979, 1985, 1986); change

in behaviors--skills, practices, or
activities (Rogers, 1983; Fullan, 1992)]

|

Change in learning processes
and outcomes of students
(Guskey, 1979,
Fullan, 1992)

1985, 1986; Rogers,

1983;

| _

|

Change in teacher beliefs about the innovation
[(Guskey, 1979, 1985, 1986);
meanings,

understandings,

and attitudes

about the innovation
(Rogers, 1983; Fullan, 1992)]

|

Sense of ownership leading to more
significant adaptations (Fullan, 1992)
and diffusion of the innovation
(Rogers, 1983)

Figure1 (continued).

Pre-Study Theory of Change

Sequence of Change:

Major Outcomes

of Staff Development

Pre-Study Theory
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Critical Attributes of Staff Development Design
This theory of change commences with a series of staff
development activities; for in his research on change within an
educational setting, Thomas Guskey (1979, 1985, 1986) asserted that
staff development

remains a critical component

in nearly every proposal

for initiating change in teaching and learning processes.
today, he maintained,
P

ositions for longer
ger

P

remain in their

periods of time;

and fewer new teachers enter the
profession.

For teachers,

Obviously, Guskey

contended, fine tuning instructional
skills or learning new strategies will

“the general endorsement of
in-service education means

nothing without an accompanying
understanding of the
characteristics of effective as

compared with ineffective

in-service education efforts”

(Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1997,
p. 315).

require enhancement of the

professional skills of present staff members rather than relying upon the
infusion of innovative instructional theories and strategies via the tool kits
of graduates entering the instructional environment.

Pre-Study Theory

A review of salient research generated critical attributes of

effective staff development, as featured in this theory, that contribute to
adult learning which transforms classroom teaching and learning
processes.

Table 1 contains an elaboration of the critical attributes of

effective staff development design with supporting sources.
Table 1
Validation

of Critical Attributes

of Effective Staff Development

Critical Design Attributes
1.

Learn by doing.
experiences

knowledge bases.

2.

Validation

Engage in concrete

subsumed

Design

in available

Guskey,

1979,

Thompson,

1986; Wood

&

1980; Sparks, 1983;

Stallings, Loucks-Horsley, cited in
Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991

Participate in problem-solving
activities. Devote time to reflection

during and following problem-solving

Sparks, 1983; Stallings, cited in
Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991

activities.

3.

Engage in inservice activities which

incorporate the full continuum

of

training components and levels of

Joyce & Showers,
Sparks, 1983

1980,

1981;

impact to maximize potential for
application and transfer to the
classroom (see Appendix A for

summary of training components and
levels of impact).
4.

Work in a risk-free, informal
atmosphere which promotes
experimentation and interaction

among leamers.

Wood & Thompson, 1980; Rogers,
1983; Sparks, 1983; Fullan, 1992;
Little, cited in Fullan & Hargreaves,
1992

Pre-Study Theory
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Table 1 (continued)Validation of Critical Attributes of Effective Staff Develooment

Critical Design Attributes

5.

6.

Desian

Validation

Work within the home-school setting

5.

Wood & Thompson, 1980

Mesh the innovation with the set of
potential adopters. Filter the

6.

Rogers, 1983; Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991

7.

The hypothesis is tested in

which accommodates the physical as
well as psychological and sociological
needs of adult learners.

innovation to predict its likelihood of

adoption by sifting through its relative
advantages,

compatibility, complexity,

trialability, and observability for the

potential adopters. Consider the
conditions (i.e., readiness of potential
adopters and their school's culture
and resources) supporting the

introduction of the innovation.

7.

It is the researcher's hypothesis that

an instructional design team is a
critical attribute of effective staff
development design.

The researcher concentrated

upon the software program,

"HyperStudio"

(Wagner,

development.

A software program for certain Macintosh and Apple

computers,

"HyperStudio"

1988-1994),

this study.

permits the author to create hypertext.

descriptions of hypertext include:
interactive.

as the innovation--the focus of staff

Apt

nonlinear, multimedia, adaptive, and

Via hypertext an author can convey meaning by "assembling

abstract conceptual and case-specific components to stress the

Pre-Study Theory
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interrelated nature of content"
(Jacobson & Spiro, 1993, p. 3).
Via hypertext the author can
breathe meaning into text
and arouse interest in content; for
hypertext invites the infusion of
audio and visual reality into
otherwise traditional text.

“Imagine a room piled full of
index cards. Each card can hold not
just a few scribbled notes, but many
different things. A card can hold
several windows of information, and
each window might contain twenty
pages of text. Also each card can have
graphic information, pictures, placed
anywhere on the card, or audio which
plays when the card is retrieved. Most
important of all, each card can have
buttons placed anywhere on the card,
and each button can connect that
particular card to any other card or
sequence of cards anywhere in that
overflowing room" (Langthorne, 1988,
p. 16).

Hypertext is nonlinear text--text

with a web-like system of navigation which grants the reader or
consumer fingertip control of content, route of passage,

and pace of

movement within the parameters of the superstructure designed by the
author of the hypertext selection (Spiro, Feltovich, Jacobson, & Coulson,
1991; Jacobson

& Spiro, 1991,

1993).

Consideration of criteria for selection of "HyperStudio" as the
innovation (see Table 2) led the researcher to analyze the attributes of

the innovation to predict its likelihood of adoption.

Specifically, the

analysis yielded the relative advantages of hypertext and revealed the

Pre-Study Theory
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compatibility of the sophistication of the innovation and the technological

know-how of the potential adopters.
attributes indicated that the

complexities of the software program
could be mitigated by such strategies
as hosting introductory, mini-sessions
encouraging prospective team
members to experiment with the

software and employing visuallyoriented instructional strategies

during the introductory and staff
development sessions (see Appendix
B).

A review of Alexander,

Kulikowich, and Jetton's 1994 metaanalysis of hypertext studies yielded

Additionally, the analysis of
Table 2

Criteria for Selection of Innovation
Criteria for Selection
of Innovation

Via five characteristics, filter the
innovation to predict its rate of
adoption.

Focus upon

perceptions

of: relative advantage (How much
better is the innovation than the
idea it supersedes?);

compatibility

(How consistent is the innovation

with the existing values, past
experiences, and needs of potential

adopters?); complexity (To what
degree is the innovation perceived
as relatively difficult to
understand?); trialability (Can the
innovation

be experimented with on

a limited basis?); and observability
(How visible are the results of the
innovation to others?).

1983)

(Rogers,

Focus upon an innovation for which
there is a state of readiness

(characteristic of individual learners

and the school's culture), with
attributes that are relevant (a
confluence of need, clarity, and

utility), and resources (i.e.,
physical, financial, and

the effects of hypertext on acquisition

psychological) which exist or are
attainable.
(Fullan & Stiegelbauer,

of subject-matter knowledge and
interest (see Appendix D).

1991)

Pre-Study Theory
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The researcher's analysis of conditions supporting the introduction
of "HyperStudio" as the innovation appraised

relevant prior experiences,

understanding, commitment, and resources from the perspectives of key
players (i.e., potential adopters, principal, significant others such as
consultant and central office personnel) (see Appendix C).

These analyses supported the selection of "HyperStudio"
1988-1994)

as an innovation which meshed

(Wagner,

with the characteristics of

the potential adopters.

Unique to this staff development design were its participants--the
potential adopters of the innovation.
teachers assembled

Contrary to a traditional audience of

for staff development,

participants in this research

project comprised three, seven-member, instructional design teams
which engaged in both the training and transfer segments of the
research project.
Team one:

a grade four, classroom teacher; five of her
students; and a second

adult as a support

person (aide in the computer lab and facilitator
for the after-school technology club)
Team

two:

a grade five, classroom teacher; five of her

students; and a second adult as a support
person

(aide in the media center)

Pre-Study Theory
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Team

a grade six, classroom teacher; five of her

three:

students; and a second adult as a support
person (reading specialist for the school)

Anticipation of the Implementation Dip

Despite keen attention to design attributes deemed critical to
effective staff development,

research supported the almost-without-fail

occurrence of an "implementation dip" (Fullan, 1992, p. 25).

Teachers,

characteristically the target audience
of staff development,

typically return

to their classrooms as lone
innovators (Fullan & Stiegelbauer,
1991).

Those courageous enough

experiment with implementation

to

of

the innovation are likely to encounter
feelings of inadequacy, uncertainty,
and insecurity engendered

by gaps in

"The rhetoric of innovation
underestimates, if it does not totally
ignore, the real costs of attempting
something new. Consider a few of
them. Especially at the beginning,
innovation is hard work. It can add
significantly to the normal workload.
As for increased competence on the
job--another incentive--it is more likely
that our competence actually decreases
during first attempts at trying
something new. Our tendency is to
return to familiar ways of doing things,
or to practice the new ways privately
so as not to expose our inadequacies to
peers and supervisors” (Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991, p. 318).

burgeoning knowledge and concepts,
unseasoned

skills, and unanticipated problems associated with

implementation.

Pre-Study Theory
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Inherent in this project's training segment were research-based,

design components specifically fashioned to counteract the peril of the
implementation

1.

dip:

a home-school setting with a risk-free, informal atmosphere
that encouraged interaction among learners (Wood &
Thompson, 1980; Fullan, 1992)
experientially-based activities that incorporated available
knowledge bases (Guskey, 1979, 1986; Wood &
Thompson, 1980; Loucks-Horsley, Stallings, cited in Fullan
& Stiegelbauer, 1991; Fullan, 1992)
problem solving and reflection (Stallings, cited in Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991)
the full continuum of training components (i.e., presentation,
modeling or demonstration, practice, feedback, and
coaching) (Joyce & Showers, 1980)

An additional design feature of staff development,

incorporated to

counteract the anticipated implementation dip, was the inclusion in staff
development

of the three,

seven-member

instructional design

teams.

This design attribute reflected the researcher's hypothesis that the three
instructional

teams

would frame

an infrastructure which

maintained

a

delicate balance of pressure and support (Fullan, 1992) by weaving a
peer network characterized by a high degree of interconnectedness
(Rogers,

1983).

Pre-Study Theory
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Sequence of Change:
Major Outcomes of Staff Development
Guskey (1986) asserted that teachers were pragmatic people,
willing to expend their time and effort in staff development sessions if
they departed with “practical ideas that can be used efficiently to directly
enhance desired learning outcomes in students" (p. 6).

Fullan (cited in

Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992) contended that "Educational change
depends

on what teachers think and do--it's as simple and as complex

as that" (p. 38).
Change in instructional practice does
change

in teacher beliefs supporting sustained adoption and diffusion of

an innovation.
evidence

not engender automatic

Intervening these two events, there must be convincing

of positive

students (Guskey,

impact

1986;

on learning

Fullan,

processes

and

1992) or, as Rogers

outcomes

of

(1983) asserted,

absolute evidence of relative advantage--proof that the innovation is

more effective than the strategy that it supersedes.

Once this evidence

exists, the sequence of major outcomes of staff development coalesces
into a sense of ownership
and

diffusion

by adopters leading to significant adaptations

of the innovation.

The theoretical

model

for this research

Pre-Study Theory
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project, designed to establish a diffusion network (Rogers, 1983) that
initiated and sustained momentum

of implementation and diffusion,

reflected a research-driven,
contemporary sequence for the major

outcomes of staff development (see
Figure 2).

Staff Development

|

Change in instructional practices
(Guskey,

1979,

1985,

1986)

[change in behaviors--skills,
practices, or activities

(Rogers, 1983; Fullan, 1992)]

|

Change in learning processes
and outcomes of students
(Guskey, 1979; 1985, 1986;

Rogers, 1983; Fullan, 1992)

Change
about
(Guskey,
[meanings,

|

in teacher beliefs
the innovation
1979, 1985, 1986)
understandings, and

attitudes (Rogers, 1983;
Fullan, 1992)]

|

Sense of ownership leading to
more significant adaptations of the
innovation (Fullan, 1992) and
diffusion of the innovation
(Rogers, 1983)

Figure 2.
Sequence of Change:
of Staff Development

Major Outcomes

Components

of Research
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Major Components of Research
Phase I: Training
Training was the first of two major components of this study.
Figure 3 is an event flow network depicting the sequence of events which
characterized the training phase of the study.

Within the event flow

network, the core elements of the training phase are identified by number
and signified by bold outline.

Table 3 contains a detailed description of

each core element of the training phase, linked by number to the
corresponding core element of the training event flow network.
Additionally, Table 3 contains descriptions of the methodology used by
the researcher to gather data about each core element.

Phase Il: Transfer
Transfer constituted the second major component of this study.
Figure 4 is an event flow network delineating the sequence of events
which characterized the transfer phase of the study.

Within the event

flow network, each core element of the transfer phase is identified by

number and signified by bold outline.

Table 4 contains a detailed

description of each of the core elements of the transfer phase, linked by

Components

of Research

15
number to the corresponding

network.

core element of the Figure 4 event flow

Table 4 also relates the methodology used by the researcher

to gather data about each core element.

Components of Research
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Phase |: Training

Event Flow Network
The researcher discusses the project with the
principal of Winterwood Elementary School,
and the principal agrees to participate in the

project.

_|
The researcher discusses the project with
Assistant Superintendent and secures
permission to conduct research at

Researcher and principal identify three
teachers (representing grades 4, 5, and 6)
and three support personnel (two aides and

Winterwood Elementary School.

_

the reading specialist) to approach about
participating in the research

Researcher and principal enlist consultant for

project.

two introductory sessions on "HyperStudio."
The three classroom teachers and the three
support personnel meet with the researcher to
discuss the phases of the research project
(i.e., training and transfer). All volunteer to
participate in the project. A support person
aligns with each classroom teacher (i.e.,
computer lab aide with grade 4 teacher,
media center aide with grade 5 teacher, and
reading specialist with grade 6 teacher).
Within a week, each classroom teacher will
submit to the principal the names of five
students whom she recommends for her
instructional design team. By the date of the

Researcher and principal facilitate initial
funding for equipment, software, substitute
pay, consultant fees, and supplies.

1.

Consultant facilitates two, after-school,

introductory sessions on creating hypertext
via “HyperStudio" for all interested teachers
of grades 4, 5, and 6; aides; and
instructional specialists.

first training session team members will
decide upon the theme of the hypertext stack
they will create during the training sessions.

_|

2. The researcher facilitates an orientation
session on "HyperStudio” (approximately
one hour during the school day) for the 15
students who will participate as members of
the instructional design teams.

The parents of each child receive a letter from

the researcher and the principal explaining

the training and transfer phases

wishes to participate as a team

Figure 3.

member.

__|

Network Continues on Next Page
Note. Core elements of training bear thicker outlines.
correspond to descriptive segments of Table 3.

of the project

and a permission form which they return to
the principal within two weeks if their child

Numbers

Phase |: Training
Event Flow Network

Parents of each of the fifteen students
permission forms to the principal.

return

Components

of Research
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Phase |: Training

Event Flow Network

Based upon

his effective performance

introductory sessions, researcher and

in the
The researcher distributes to principal,

principal engage the consultant for the entire

research project.

consultant, teachers, and support personnel
copies of a journal article describing the
application of “HyperStudio" in a fifth-grade
study of constellations. (Drysdale, 1992)

The three meet to structure

the training phase of the project.

The consultant comes to Winterwood to pick
up the "HyperStudio" software

3.

Teams,

consultant,

researcher,

and manual

and to look over the workshop supplies

principal,

purchased by the principal.

and assistant principal engage in the first
training session. (Thursday, March 24,
7:45-11:30 a.m. at Winterwood)

Among

the

supplies are display boards and cards of
varied sizes and colors. In addition, he finds
charts of the software's pull-down menus.

4. Within the two-week period between
training sessions 1 and 2, each team
designs a hypertext stack of approximately
10 to 12 cards via the planning process

utilized during the training session.

5.

Teams,

consultant,

researcher,

Themes

principal,

and assistant principal engage in the

second training session. (Thursday, April 7,
7:45 a.m.-1:45 p.m. at Winterwood) At the
end of the session researcher, adult team
members, and principal confer and agree
that one, additional, half-day session will

consultant,

researcher,

Teams engage in whatever activities

principal,

necessary to be prepared to complete

and assistant principal engage in the third
training session and spend a portion of the
session planning for transfer. (Thursday,
April 21, 7:45-11:30 a.m. at Winterwood)

Figure 3 (continued).

hypertext stacks during training session #3.

Phase |: Training
Event

for grade 4,

Video scanner and accompanying software

and plan for transfer.

Teams,

biomes

arrive at Winterwood. Media aide and
researcher observe as consultant loads
software and tests scanner.

allow teams to complete hypertext stacks

6.

include:

clouds for grade 5, and parts of speech for
grade 6.

Flow

Network

Components of Research
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Table 3
Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data

Description of Core Element
1.

two, after-school, introductory
sessions on creating hypertext
using "HyperStudio"

Methodology for Gathering Data
1.

participation and observation by
the researcher

a. audience: all interested
teachers of grades 4, 5, and 6
and support personnel (i.e.,
teaching specialists and aides)
b. schedule: February 16 and
23, 1994; scheduled from

2:30-3:30 p.m. but actually
extended until 4:30 p.m. for
those interested in staying
c. facilitator: consultant with
masters degree in English,
teaching experience, and
hypermedia design experience
in academic and business
environments
d. content: introduced, via
demonstration and hands-on
experiences, concepts of multimedia

and

hypertext;

specifically engaged
participants in the production of
a modest

stack (at least two

hypertext cards with connecting

buttons)

e. setting: groups of 3 to 4
adults working at each
Macintosh computer in the
school's media center

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

2.

one, pre-inservice, orientation
session on “HyperStudio"
a. audience: the fifteen
students selected to participate
as members of the three
instructional design teams (five

Methodology for Gathering

2.

Data

a. video tape of the orientation
session
b. observation and
participation by the researcher

students from each of grades 4,
5, and 6)
b. schedule: March 21, 1994;
1:00-1:50 p.m.

c. facilitator: researcher and
principal
d. setting: clustering of 3 to 4
students at each of four

Macintosh computers in the
classroom of the reading

specialist
e. content:

Via demonstration,

discussion, and experiences
centered around the

"HyperStudio" preview disk, the

facilitator acquainted

students

with hypertext and multi-media

and introduced some of the
specific components of

hypertext (i.e., card, button,
stack, transition effects,
graphics, and animation).

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description

3.

of Core

first inservice session on
"HyperStudio" for the three,
instructional design teams
audience: three, instructional
design teams
schedule: 7:45-11:30 a.m.
7:45-8:15 refreshments for all
participants
8:15-8:45 introductions and
opening remarks by the
consultant
8:45-10:00 training
10:00-10:20 break and midmorning snack
10:20-11:10 training
11:10-11:30 PMI (DeBono,
cited in Beyer, 1987) session
(Teams process and discuss
plus, minus, and interesting or
intriguing aspects of the day's
training session.)
c.

facilitator:

Methodology for Gathering

Element

consultant

d. setting: media center
converted to a teaching lab for
the day

3.

Data

a. personal characteristics of
student team members, as well

as behaviors reflecting these
traits, rendered in written format
by the classroom teacher who
recommended

the students for

membership on the team (see
Appendixes E, F, and G)
b. personal and teaching

characteristics of adult team
members, as well as behaviors
reflecting these traits, rendered

in written format by the
principal (see Appendix H)
c. notes based upon
observations of the researcher
d. video tapes of the training
session (three, stationary

cameras--one focused on each
team; one, roving camera,

operated by the media

technician

for the school

division)
e. still photographs taken by

the researcher

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data

Description of Core Element
Y

@x
grade 4
X

Z
Z

grade 4

grade 5

Zz

@x

grade 5

Z

grade 6

Methodology for Gathering Data

X®

C

X

C

X

C

grade 6

xX

@roving

work area for principal
and assistant principal

X= cart with a Macintosh computer and
a printer; one adult and two or three
students per computer

Y= work area for consultant; carts with
computer,

scanner

printer,

LCD

panel, and

Z= work tables with supplies (ie.,

posterboard, tagboard of various colors

and sizes, adhesive tabs, markers,
scissors)

®@= stationary and roving video
cameras

C= charts with pull-down menus of
“HyperStudio"

e. content: The consultant
begins with brief, introductory
remarks about the nature of
hypermedia and demonstrates
a hypertext stack which
illustrates fundamental
concepts and basic vocabulary
of card, navigation, button, and
stack. The consultant guides
participants through activities
which acquaint them with
fundamental skills needed to
operate the Macintosh

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

computer, critical components
of the "HyperStudio" program
(i.e., tool box, color palette, and
options of the pull-down
menus). He proceeds by
introducing the intricacies of the
"HyperStudio" program by
leading teams through a colorcoded planning process which
generates the design of a fivecard, hypertext stack on the
theme of weather. Each of the
six groups (two per grade level

Methodology
for Gathering

Data

f. artifacts reflecting the outline
of content for the weather stack
and the details of the color-

coded planning process (see
Appendixes

| and J)

team) completes a planning

board for the weather stack
and, working at the computer,
incorporates each component
of the planning board into a
hypertext stack. Teams
assemble to discuss and record
what members consider to be

the

PMI

or plus,

minus,

and

interesting or intriguing aspects
of the day's session. The
entire group re-assembles, and
spokespersons for each team
relate and explain the team's
PMI responses.
f. assignment: Before the
second training session, two
weeks hence, each team will
design a hypertext stack (eight
to ten cards) on its selected
topic using the planning
process employed during the

training session.

grade 4 topic:

biomes

g. written feedback for the PMI
process by teams (see
Appendix K) and video footage
of the sharing session
h.

written PMI feedback from

adult team members following
the training session (see
Appendix K)
i. PMI feedback, via follow-up

interviews with researcher, from

consultant and principal
(see Appendix K)

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodoloay for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

grade 5 topic:
grade 6 topic:
4.

Planning phase: Within the
two-week period between the
first and second training
sessions team members meet
to design their hypertext stack
via the planning board process
introduced during the first
training session. Grade four
team members work together to
design an eight-card stack
reflected on one planning
board. Grade five team
members design one planning
board displaying an eight-card
stack. The grade six team
splits into two sub-groups.
Each sub-group designs a
planning board comprised of

second inservice session on
“HyperStudio"
a. audience: three,
instructional design teams
b.

schedule:

Data

clouds
parts of speech

ten cards.

5.

Methodology for Gathering

7:45 a.m.

through 2:00 p.m.
7:45 a.m. refreshments for all
participants
8:15-9:45 working session for
teams and consultant
9:45-10:15 break with midmorning snack
10:15-11:30 working session for

teams and consultant

a.
the
b.
the
c.

video footage of portions of
planning process
observation and notes by
researcher

notes from conversations

among team members and the
researcher
d. planning board for grade 4
hypertext stack on biomes
a. video footage of the session
(three, stationary cameras--one
focused on each team; one,
roving camera--operated by the
media technician for the school
division)

b.

still photographs taken by

the researcher

c. notes based upon
observations of the researcher
d. written feedback for the PMI
process by teams (see
Appendix L) and video footage
of the sharing session
e. written PMI feedback,

following the session, from

adult members of the teams,
consultant, and principal (see

Appendix L)

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

Methodology for Gathering

Data

11:30-12:15 lunch
12:15-1:30 working session for
teams and consultant
1:30-2:00 PMI session
c. facilitator: consultant
d. setting: media center
converted to a teaching lab for
the day; same set-up as that
for session one
e. content: Each team spends
the day converting the phases
of its planning board into a
hypertext stack. Two
interpretations of the same
planning board evolve from the
two sub-groups of team four.
Team five decides to "split" the
conversion of its planning
board, with each sub-group
converting half of the cards,
then merging the two stacks.

The two sub-groups of team six
proceed with the conversion of
their two, separate planning

boards. Consultation occurs, as
needed, among members of a
single team, across teams, and
with the consultant.
Team
members work with the
consultant, as needed, to
incorporate sound via the
microphone and image via the
scanner. At the end
of the day team members
assemble to discuss and record
what members consider to be
plus, minus, and interesting or

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data

Methodology for Gathering Data

Description of Core Element

intriguing (PMI) aspects of the
day's session. The entire
group re-assembles, and

spokespersons

for each team

relate the team's PMI
responses.

6.

third inservice session on
"HyperStudio"
a. audience: three,
instructional design teams
b.

schedule:

7:45 a.m.

through 12:00 noon
7:45-8:15 refreshments for all
participants
8:15-10:00 working session for
teams and consultant
10:00-10:20 break with midmorning snack
10:20-11:15 working session for
teams and consultant
11:15-11:45

individual team

planning sessions for transfer
of knowledge and skills to
classmates

11:45-12:00 PMI session
c. facilitator: consultant
d. setting: media center
converted to a teaching lab for
the day; same set-up as that
for sessions one and two
e. content: Each team
completes the conversion of its
planning board design to
hypertext. Consultation occurs,
as needed, among

members

of

a. video footage of the session
(three, stationary cameras--one
focused on each team; one
roving camera--operated y the
media technician for the school
division)
b. still photographs taken by
the researcher
c. notes based upon
observations of the researcher
d. written feedback for the PMI
process by teams (see
Appendix M)
e. written PMI feedback from

adult members

of each

team,

consultant, and principal
following the session (see
Appendix M)
f. results of a forced-choice
questionnaire completed by
each team member during the
week following the third (final)
training session (see Appendix

N)

g. disk copies of the hypertext
programs produced by the
instructional design teams
(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Training Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

a single team, across teams,
and with consultant. Each
team shares its hypertext stack
with other teams. Members of
each team spend a period of
time formulating plans for
transferring their knowledge
and skills of "HyperStudio" to
classmates. At the end of the
day team members assernble
to discuss and record what they
consider to be the plus, minus,

and interesting or intriguing
(PMI) aspects of the day's
session. The entire group
re-assembles, and
spokespersons for each team
relate the team's PMI
responses.

Methodology for Gathering

Data

Components
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Phase Il: Transfer
Event Flow Network
Researcher originates the two phases of the
project: training and transfer; analyzes the

attributes of the innovation to predict its
likelihood of adoption; and assesses
conditions supporting the innovation's
introduction.

1. Seeds
of Transfer

Researcher and principal work with consultant
to design a training component which will
maximize potential for transfer.

2.

Researcher and principal negotiate with

central office personnel of the school

division for funding to purchase hardware
and software needed for training and
transfer (i.e., a lab pack of the Macintosh
version of "HyperStudio,” color video
scanner and accompanying software).

Researcher and principal invite six adults
(potential instructional design team members)

to participate in a discussion of the research

project. The six adults include: one
classroom teacher from each of grades four,
five, and six; the aide in the computer lab; the
aide for the media center; and the reading
specialist for the school.

Researcher and potential adult team
members

3. Between the first and second training
sessions each team utilizes the planning
board process to design a hypertext stack
of eight to ten cards which may contribute

directly to the transfer phase of the project.

the project:
express

meet to discuss the two phases

training and transfer.

of

All adults

interest in participating in the project.

Ensuing conversation leads to selection by

each classroom teacher of an area of the
curriculum

and

a specific topic as

a target for

training and transfer or application of

"HyperStudio” (grade 4, biomes; grade 5,

4. During training sessions two and three,
each team converts its planning board to a
hypertext stack as members
software possibilities.

explore

science, topic undetermined; grade 6, parts of
speech). Support personne! naturally align
themselves with a teacher to form nuclei of
three instructional design teams (i.e., aide in
computer lab with grade four teacher, aide in
media center with grade five teacher, and

reading specialist with grade six teacher).

discussion of the expectations of student

A

members of the instructional design team

Network Continues
Note.

on Next Page

Core elements of transfer bear thicker

outlines. Numbers correspond to descriptive
segments of Table 4.

Figure 4.

Phase Il: Transfer

Event

Flow Network

provokes consideration of traits student team
members should possess to maximize
training and transfer. Within a week, each
teacher submits to the principal the names of
five students whom she recommends for team
membership.

Components of Research
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Phase Il: Transfer
Event Flow Network

5.

During the latter part of the third training

session, each team has a period of time
which members may use to plan specifically
for transfer.

6.

The principal negotiates with central

office personnel of the school division for

funding to purchase a lab pack of the Apple
IGS version of "HyperStudio." Prior
planning with the Winterwood PTA
facilitates the purchase of an auxiliary hard
disk drive for one Macintosh computer.

implementation
of Transfer Plans
of Grade Four Instructional Design Team

implementation
7. Immediate Transfer
April 22, 1994 - June 7, 1994

of Transfer Plans

of Grade Five Instructional Design Team

Implementation

of Transfer Plans
of Grade Six Instructional Design Team

Evening Meeting

8.

Ripple Transfer

Spring and Summer,

for Parents of Student Team Members, Adult
Team Members and Spouses, Principal, and
Researcher

1994

9. Residual Transfer
Fall and Winter, 1994

Figure 4 (continued).

Phase Il: Transfer
Event Flow Network
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Table 4
Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodoloqgy for Gathering
Data

Description of Core Element
1.

Seeds of Transfer
From its inception, design
specifications for the research
project included two phases:
training and transfer. Thus, in
their initial meetings,
researcher, principal, and
consultant concentrated on
fashioning a training phase with
design components which could
maximize potential for transfer
by instructional design teams
upon re-entry to classrooms.
Prominent among the design
components were:

(a) critical

attributes of effective staff

development design (see

Table 1); (b) consideration of
training components of effective
staff development and
concomitant levels of impact

Methodology for Gathering
1.

Data

a. analysis of literature related
to design components for staff
development
b. input from principal on
personal and teaching
characteristics as well teaching
behaviors of potential, adult
team members (see
Appendix H)
c. input from classroom
teachers on characteristics and
classroom behaviors of
potential, student team
members (see Appendixes E,
F, and G)

d.

analysis of literature related

to effects of hypertext on

acquisition of subject-matter
knowledge and interest (see
Appendix D)

(see Appendix A); (c)

formulation of three
instructional design teams; (d)
pre-assessment of the
likelihood of adoption of the
innovation, "HyperStudio," (see
Appendix B); the conditions

supporting the introduction of
the innovation at Winterwood
Elementary School (see
Appendix C); and (e) visual
representation of processes
inherent in training (i.e.,
planning the content and

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

Methodology for Gathering

Data

devising the navigational
system of a hypertext stack)
(see Appendixes

2.

| and J).

Researcher and principal
negotiate for funding to
accommodate acquisition of

hardware (i.e., color scanner),
software (i.e., lab pack of

Macintosh version of
"HyperStudio" software,
software accompanying
scanner), and consultant fees.
Principal, via school staff
development funds, defrays
substitutes’ pay to
accommodate release time for
adult team members during
training sessions.
3.

Within the two-week period

between the first and second

training sessions, each
instructional design team
utilizes the planning board
process introduced during the
first training session to design a
hypertext stack of eight to ten
cards which may contribute
directly to the transfer phase of
the project. The grade four
team designs an eight-card
stack on five biomes-grassland, desert, aquatic,
tundra, and forest.

Initial plans

for transfer involve teaching
classmates to learn

notes on discussions among
researcher, principal,
consultant,

computer

representative, and various

central office personnel of the

school division (i.e., assistant
superintendent, supervisor of
media and technology, and
director of staff development)

a.

observations by researcher

of the planning boards of the

instructional design teams
b. grade 4 planning board as
an artifact of the design
process
c. video footage of portions of
the grade 4 planning process

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

Methodology for Gathering

Data

"HyperStudio" by adding cards
which embellish information on
each of the five biomes. The
grade five team designs an
eight-card stack on clouds

incorporating original music, art,
and poetry to illustrate types of

clouds. Initial plans for transfer
do not evolve at this stage of
design. Each of the two subgroups of the grade six team
designs a planning board with
ten cards related to the theme
of parts of speech.
Specifications for each card
include the definition of the part
of speech, a sentence using
the part of speech, and a
graphic illustrating the part of
speech. Plans for transfer
include using the stacks as
examples

of projects to be

completed by each of the five
groups of classmates who will
be learning "HyperStudio" via

the leadership of one of the

student members of the grade
six instructional design team.

(table continues)
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Description of Core Element

4.

During training sessions two
and three each team

acclimates to the process of

converting components of the
planning board into a hypertext
stack as team members
explore the options of the
“HyperStudio" software (i.e.,
various possibilities for

graphics, animation, transitions,

color, sound, and styles and
sizes of fonts).
5.

The latter portion of the third
training session is set aside for
teams to finalize plans for
transferring knowledge and
skills of "“HyperStudio" to
classmates. The grade four
and grade six teams address
such questions as: Who?
What?

How?

Where?

When?

and

of transfer, problems

student leaders may encounter,
and possibilities for direct
application of "HyperStudio"
(i.e., how to use the software
as a tool for projects).
The grade five team does not

Methodology for Gathering

Data

a. video footage of training
sessions
b. disk copies of hypertext

stacks

c. notes based upon
observations of researcher
d. PMI (plus, minus, and
interesting or intriguing aspects)
data for the three training

sessions

rendered in written

format by student and adult
team members, consultant, and
principal (see Appendixes K, L,
and M)
a. video footage of portions of
the processes of planning for
transfer
b. notes based upon

observations

c.

of the researcher

PMI data for the training

session rendered in written
format by student and adult

team members, consultant, and
principal (see Appendixes K, L,
and M)
d. written outline of transfer
plans rendered by teachers of

the three teams

participate in this planning

session. The grade five
classroom teacher does not
attend the third training
session. With the assistance of
the adult support person, the
team completes its stack on
clouds.

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology
for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

6.

Winterwood

is equipped with

nine Macintosh computers--one
assigned to each grade level
pod, K-6, and two assigned to
the media center. There is a
networked lab of 32 Apple IIGS
computers. Because each
team is transferring knowledge
and skills of "HyperStudio" to
approximately twenty
classmates, the principal and
adult team members decide to
purchase a lab pack of the
Apple

IIGS version of

Apple

IIGS version.

Methodology for Gathering Data
notes based upon observations
and conversations of
researcher with adult team

members and principal

"HyperStudio" software. The
principal negotiates the funding
for the purchase. Upon its
arrival, the aide in the computer
lab (support person for the
grade four instructional design
team) becomes familiar with the
7.

Immediate Transfer
@grade 4 team: Each student
team member leads a group of
four classmates to design one
card, via the planning board

process, to be added to the
biome stack produced during
the transfer sessions. Using a
Macintosh computer in the
classroom, a group works
approximately thirty minutes
daily to convert the elements of
the planning board into a

a.

video footage of portions of

the transfer sessions

b. still photographs of transfer
process taken by the
researcher
c. results of forced-choice
questionnaire completed by
student and adult team
members (see Appendix N)
d. focus interview with all adult

team members

(table continues)
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Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description

of Core

Element

hypertext card. While two
groups work in the classroom
at the Macintosh computers
(one belonging to the grade

four pod and one borrowed for

the period), eight students and
two student coaches work with
the computer

lab aide (support

person for the grade four
instructional design team) to
learn to use the Apple IiIGS
version of "HyperStudio." They
work their way through a
hypertext format for a simulated
state report--one application of
"HyperStudio” which students
may pursue as fifth graders.
As the aide guides the group of
eight students, the two student
coaches render individual
assistance to their four team
members.

Methodology for Gathering Data
e. focus interview with a
representative

group of the

student team members
f. focus interview with a
representative group of the
parents of student team
members

g. interview with principal
h. disk copies of portions of
hypertext produced during
transfer phase

(Prior to the lab

sessions, student coaches have
spent time in the lab with the
aide during lunch periods and
early morning learning the
Apple IIGS version by working
through the format for the
simulated state report.)
egrade 5 team: Catalysts for
transfer for the grade five team
evolve to be the computer lab
aide and the media center aide
(support personnel for the
grade 4 and grade 5 teams).

(table continues)
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Methodology for Gathering
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The computer lab aide
negotiates with the teacher of
the grade five team for the five
student coaches to come into
the lab during their lunch period
for five to seven days to
become familiar with the Apple
IIGS version of "HyperStudio."
Subsequently, ten classmates

come to the lab for
approximately thirty minutes per
day for five days. Working with
the aide and the five student
coaches (two students per
coach), students experiment
with the Apple IIGS version of
"HyperStudio" by working
through the format for a state
report fashioned in hypertext.
Actual text for the report
originates from data collected
earlier in the year by each

student. Negotiating for
release time with the grade five
teacher, the media center aide
works with a limited number of
the grade five classmates,
approximately one hour a day
for two days, to experiment with
the Macintosh version of
"HyperStudio" via a similar
template for a state report.

(table continues)
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Methodology for Gathering Data

@grade 6 team: Each of the
five student coaches assumes
leadership of a group of three
to four classmates with the
assignment of the design and
the creation of a hypertext
stack on eight parts of speech.
Specifications

for the stack,

devised by teacher and
coaches, include: (a) title card,
one card for each part of

speech, and a

credits card; (b)

on each card related to a part
of speech, include the definition

of the part of speech, the part
of speech in a sentence, and
incorporate a graphic related to
the theme of the card; (c) within
the stack include at least one
example of animation, sound

incorporated via the

microphone, graphic imported

via the scanner, and graphic
imported via clip art; and (d)
examples of visible and
invisible buttons. Initially, the
teacher and coaches plan to
use the Apple lab and the IIGS
version of “"HyperStudio."
Frustration with the more
limited options of the Apple

version nurtures a plan B by
the coaches and the teacher.

(table continues)
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Methodology for Gathering Data

Beginning with day two of
transfer, the five coaches bring
five Macintosh computers into
their classroom (retrieved from
other grade levels) and set up
work stations in five areas while
the teacher is taking care of
morning activities (i.e., roll,
lunch count). Initially, coaches

work with teams to design and
create hypertext stacks
approximately thirty minutes a
day. Eventually, teams are
using any and all extra time
(i.e., early in the moming, when
they have time at the end of a
class, leaving lunch early) to
create their hypertext stacks.
The two aides (i.e., computer
lab and media center) are

available for technical
assistance

and help with

scanning. In the classroom of
the reading specialist (support
person for the grade six
instructional design team) the
five coaches are members of
one of two teams participating
in a simulation of two
advertising agencies vying for

the contract for a particular
product. During the simulation,

each team originates a product
and devises an advertising
campaign comprised of a
billboard, a TV commercial, and
a magazine advertisement.

(table continues)
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Members of the original grade
six instructional design team
teach ad agency team
members to use the Macintosh
version of “HyperStudio."
Subsequently, ad agency team
members use "HyperStudio" to
create the magazine
advertisement. Ultimately, an
outside panel of judges
scrutinizes the components of
each campaign and awards
contracts for the most
ingenious advertisements.
@evening parent meeting: All
team members, parents of
students, spouses of adult team
members, principal, and
consultant attend an evening
meeting at Winterwood

participation and observation by
the researcher

Elementary on May 31 from
6:00-9:30 p.m.

setting:

center

cafeteria and media

facilitators: students, principal,
and researcher
schedule:
6:00-7:00 p.m. dinner
7:00-7:20 p.m. introductions by
principal and overview of the
project by the researcher
7:20-8:30 p.m. explanations
and presentations of stacks by
students who created them in

training and transfer sessions
8:30-9:30 p.m. discussion of

(table continues)
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project with individual adults
and discussion of application of
planning and team approaches
in the business and collegiate
environments; children working
with parents at Macintosh
computers to illustrate hypertext
via “HyperStudio"
8.

Ripple Transfer
Spring and Summer, 1994
@ April: author of
"HyperStudio," visits
Winterwood for a few hours to
view stacks and talk with some
of the team members; author
uses two of the stacks

8.

a. notes of researcher based
upon observations and
conversations
b. researcher's attendance at
the technology conference

(clouds--

grade five and biomes--grade
four) as illustrations during a
keynote address and a
"HyperStudio" training session

at a state technology

conference scheduled the
weekend following his visit to
Winterwood
e@ May: A teacher from one of
the division's high schools
meets with the media center
aide (support person for grade
five instructional design team)
to view the stacks produced by
the students and to explore
possibilities for application of
"HyperStudio" in his classes.
e July: The aide in the
computer lab (support person
for the grade four instructional

(table continues)
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Table 4 (continued)
Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology for Gathering
Data
Description of Core Element

Methodology for Gathering Data

design team) teaches
“HyperStudio" during the

division's two-week, summer

enrichment program for
approximately thirty-five, fourth
and fifth grade students
identified as gifted and talented.
Students, engaged in a unit of
study on international studies,
leam to use "HyperStudio" and
produce individual stacks on
selected countries.
e@ August: The aide in the
computer lab (support person
for the grade four instructional
design team) teaches
“HyperStudio" for two weeks to
interested teachers participating
in the division's summer
technology lab. Among the
participants is one Winterwood

teacher who will be moving

from grade three to grade five
for the 1994-1995 school year.
e

September:

At the middle

school receiving the students
and teachers who comprised
the grade five and six
instructional design teams,
authors of the school's
technology plan include the
acquisition of "HyperStudio"
software.
Residual Transfer at

Winterwood Elementary
Fall and Winter,

1994

notes of researcher based upon
observations and conversations
(table continues)
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Table 4 (continued)

Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology for Gathering

Data

Description of Core Element

Methodology for Gathering

Data

e During back-to-school night
for parents in September at
Winterwood, the teacher new to
grade five (i.e., learned
"HyperStudio" from the
computer lab aide during the
summer technology lab)
presented a hypertext stack
which she had produced on the
Macintosh computer. She used
the stack to convey to parents
the nature of "HyperStudio"
software and potential uses of

the software by her students
during the 1994-1995 school
year. Student members of the
grade four instructional design

team,

moving to grade five,

participated in the presentation.
e Principal facilitates release
time for grade four and five
classroom

teachers

for two,

half-day sessions. Teachers
spend the release time with the
aide in the computer lab
exploring "HyperStudio"
software for the Macintosh and
Apple |IGS computers.
e Assistant principal and aide
in the computer

lab work with

recommended fourth and fifth
grade students to introduce
them to the Apple IIGs version,

then the Macintosh

of "HyperStudio."
e

Subsequently,

counterpart,

a teacher and

student members form a

(table continues)
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Table 4 (continued)

Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology
for Gathering Data

Description of Core Element

Methodology for Gathering Data

team which participates, during
scheduled computer lab time, in
"HyperStudio" training sessions
facilitated by the support people
of the three, original
instructional design teams.
Upon re-entry to the classroom,
the teams transfer knowledge
and skills of "HyperStudio" to
classmates.

e

Via a divisionwide allotment

per school

(i.e., $60.00 per

child) at the beginning of the
1994-1995 school year for the
purchase of hardware, the

Winterwood staff will acquire
additional Macintosh
computers, additional printers,
and a camera to use with the
computers for direct video
input. Adjacent to the existing
Apple

IIGS lab, the staff will

establish a Macintosh lab which
will be arrayed as the media
center was arranged during the
initial "HyperStudio" training
sessions. Training teams will
have the option of moving
multiple numbers of Macintosh
computers from the lab into the
classroom for transfer sessions.
e With school funds, the
Winterwood staff purchases
software which adds to the clip

art and clip sounds options of

the Apple IIGS version of

(table continues)
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Table 4 (continued)

Description of Core Elements of the Transfer Phase and Methodology
for Gathering Data

Description of Core Elements
“HyperStudio."
@ The author of the software
requests permission to
distribute the clouds stack,
produced by the grade five
instructional design team during
the initial training sessions, as
an example of a hypertext
stack evolving from
"HyperStudio."

Methodology for Gathering Data
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Findings and Conclusions
Refer to Figure 5, Post-Study Theory of Change, for visual
representation and verbal interpretation of findings from which
conclusions and implications evolve.

Conclusion #1:

Among the critical attributes of the staff

development design were seeds of transfer which facilitated

meticulous pre-planning for the training and transfer phases of this
study.
Elaboration:
a.

The researcher came to know the attributes of potential

adopters and their environment (i.e., personal
characteristics, areas of interest and expertise, assortment

and

level of sophistication

of teaching

and

learning

strategies, cultural and physical aspects of the school) via
observation of classroom activities and interaction with

administrators, staff, and students (see Appendices C, E, F,

G, and H).
The researcher pre-assessed the conditions supporting the

introduction of the innovation, "HyperStudio," by considering

relevant prior experiences, understanding, commitment, and
resources--from the perspectives of key players in the
change effort (i.e., potential adopters, principal, significant
others such as consultant and central office personnel) (see

Appendix C).
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Post-Study Theory of Change

Training

——____—_

Staff Development
on the Innovation,
“HyperStudio"
(Wagner, 1988-1994)
Initiation of change process
or modification in:
{a) instructional practices
(Guskey, 1979, 1985, 1986)
[change in behaviors--skills,
practices, or activities (Fullan, 1992:
Rogers, 1983)]
All three components of each

instructional design team (i.e.,
teacher, students, and support

person) collaborate while learning
to use "HyperStudio" software
via planning and producing
hypertext stacks. Specifications
for design and content of stacks,

as well as final hypertext projects,

Critical Attributes of Staff Development

is experientially-based (Guskey, 1979, 1986;
Wood & Thompson, 1980; Fullan, 1992)
incorporates available knowledge bases
(Loucks-Horsley, Stallings, cited in Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991)
involves problem solving and reflection
(Stallings, cited in Fullan & Stiegelbauer, 1991)
includes the full continuum of training
components (i.e., presentation, modeling or
demonstration, practice, feedback, and coaching)
(Joyce & Showers, 1980)
occurs in a risk-free, informal atmosphere with
interaction among learners (Wood & Thompson,
1980)
takes place in the home-school setting
(Wood & Thompson, 1980)
incorporates seeds of transfer
@ meshes innovation and potential adopters
@ pre-assesses conditions
supporting the introduction
of the innovation

reflect concerted ideas and skills

of all members

|

of the team.

1979, 1985, 1986; Fullan,

1992; Rogers, 1983)

Model continues on next page.

Figure 5.

(Fullan &

Stiegelbauer, 1991)
®@ pre-assesses the attributes of the
innovation to predict its likelihood
of adoption (Rogers, 1983)
@ incorporates explicit, preliminary planning
for training and transfer components

(b) learning processes and
outcomes of students
(Guskey,

Desiqn

@

incorporates processes

and products

which serve as springboards to transfer
@ engages instructional design teams
comprised of a teacher, five of the
teacher's students, and an adult support person

Post-Study Theory of Change
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Post-Study Theory of Change
Motivation, perseverance,

experimentation,

and visual representation of processes such as
planning of and navigation through hypertext stacks
characterize leaming processes. Verbal explanations
of processes and products relate facility of students and
adults with software and students’ perceptions of content.

|

(c) teacher beliefs about the innovation (Guskey, 1979,
1985, 1986) [meanings, understandings, and attitudes
(Fullan, 1992; Rogers, 1983)} Teachers experience

applications of hypertext via practical, viable processes

for planning and producing hypertext stacks. Teachers
acknowledge the capability and self-sufficiency of an
individual instructional design team as well as the vitality
and collective expertise of the support network engendered
by the three instructional design teams.

|
Transfer

|

Burgeoning of change process
or modification in:
(a) instructional practices (i.e., change in behaviors--skills,
practices, or activities) All three components of the instructional
design team (i.e., teacher, students, and support person) engage
in designing and implementing instructional strategies for transferring
knowledge and skills of "HyperStudio" to classmates. Teachers are
satisfied to assume roles of facilitator and content specialist
Model continues on next page.

Fiqure 5 (continued).

Post-Study Theory of Change
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Post-Study Theory of Change
while entrusting primary responsibility for coaching classmates to students
and adult support persons on the teams.

|

Implementation Dip
(Fullan, 1992) threatens to occur because of technical problems with hardware
and software, preliminary perceptions of lack of time and inflexibility of schedule,
and lack of hardware and software
The implementation dip is counteracted by a

:

V

delicate balance of pressure and support

LL
—

facilitated by interaction among the
implementers (Fullan, 1992) and fostered by
a network of instructional design teams.

V
Burgeoning

of change

process

or modification in:
(b) learning processes and outcomes of students
Motivation, perseverance, experimentation, collaboration, and visual representation
of processes such as planning of and navigation through hypertext stacks characterize
coaching and learning processes. Verbal interpretation of processes and products
relate facility of students (i.e., student coaches and classmates) with hardware and

software and students’ perceptions of content.

|

(c) teacher beliefs about the innovation (i.e., meanings, understandings, and
attitudes) Teachers recognize the relative advantages of the innovation, visualize
applications, and have confidence that the network can support applications
of the innovation.

|

(d) sense of ownership leading to more significant adaptations
(Fullan, 1992) and diffusion of the innovation (Rogers, 1983)

Figure 5 (continued).

Post-Study Theory of Change
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The researcher filtered the attributes of the proposed

innovation, "HyperStudio," by assessing its relative
advantages, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and

observability for the particular set of potential adopters
within their school's culture and physical environment (see
Appendix B).
The researcher and principal cultivated a relationship with

the consultant by engaging in earnest conversations about

strengths and needs which potential adopters would bring
to the staff development sessions. The three discussed

specific strategies which: (1) were developmentally

appropriate or meshed

with readiness and resources of

learners, school climate, and physical environment; (2)
would incorporate a full continuum of training components

(i.e., presentation, modeling or demonstration, practice,
feedback, and coaching) that would likely cultivate selfsufficient instructional design teams, nurture a support

network among teams, and wean teams away from the
consultant; and (3) would be directly applicable to the
transfer or coaching phase of the project.

Analysis of video footage of training and transfer sessions,

forced-choice questionnaire data, PMI reflection data, and focus
interview comments highlighted effective teaching and learning
strategies applicable to training and transfer:
a.
concrete or hands-on learning experiences;

b.

visual representation of processes (i.e., storyboard or

flowchart approach to designing hypertext stack,
color-coded elements of storyboard or flowchart, charts of

pull-down menus of software)

(see Box 1);
verbal interpretation of processes and products;
time to experiment with software for various interpretations

of planning boards;
creation of hypertext stacks which could be used during the

transfer phase;
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f.

a flexible training

schedule that could and

did bend and bulge to

encourage participants
to ponder

g.

thought-provoking
events or to
accommodate twinges
of curiosity;
time for reflection and
suggestions which

resulted in adjustments
in scheduling and
modifications of

h.

teaching strategies;
environment which

encouraged interaction

I.

teams

for troubleshooting and
coaching; and
a task challenging
enough to warrant the
efforts of collective or

shared inquiry (see
Box 2).

Conclusion #2:

(1) and adult support person for grade four
team (2):

--(2) In fourth grade the planning cards
really helped.
--(1) They would have never gotten anywhere
without planning.
--(2) They picked their pictures ahead of time;
they knew what they were doing. They went

through, found their pictures, and up on their

planning cards wrote, "This is ’Writing

Center,’ group two, mammal."

I mean, they

had it down so they knew exactly where to go.

So they had everything planned.
--(1) And then that got any arguing out of the
way—indecision—before they actually had the
computers—

--(2) They had all of that planned out on the

cards so when they sat down—
--(1) It saveda lot of time.

a relaxed learning

within and among

interview comments by grade four teacher

Engaging students,

comments by interviewer (I), grade four
support person (2), and grade six teacher

(3):
--(|) And then the planning approach. He
used the color coding to kelp you all see it.
--(2) Oh, yea, that was excellent.

Otherwise,

you could just sit there and not know what to
do.
--(3) I thought that was really good. He did a
really good job with that. Even with the
buttons, it showed me what the buttons were
supposed
to do.

-- (1) with the arrows?
-- (3) It showed me that the button takes you
to this next card, and you can kind of see,
"Oh, the cards are sort of like pages in a
notebook."

support person, and teacher as a
team in staff development activities

Box

1

created a microcosm of the classroom which accelerated the change
process.

Instead of discrete, linear events postponed

until the
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teacher returned to the classroom
and lived the route and impact of
transfer, major outcomes of staff

development (i.e., change in
instructional practices, learning

processes and outcomes of
students, and teacher beliefs)
tended to be evolutionary and
incremental in nature.

The major

outcomes originated or incubated

I think everybody caught on a lot
faster because you could go around
from each pod and like if they had
already done something that you
hadn’t, you could ask someone
about that; and then they would ask
you about something that you had
done.
(comments by one of the student coaches)

Well, what was really interesting to
me—and then when they got into
working with their groups, they
pretty much knew all the different,
creative things they could use and
they could pull out those things
because they had messed with them
enough.

(comments by grade six teacher on student
coaches transferring knowledge and skills
to classmates)

then burgeoned upon the team's

Even when they were showing their
stacks to parents, they were showing
them in a teaching way-—not well,
you just do this and this and this.

re-entry to the classroom to

go to get all this information.

within staff development activities,

transfer and apply knowledge and

They would show

where you could

(comments by grade six teacher on student
coaches sharing stacks with parents during
the evening meeting)

skills (see Figure 5).
Elaboration:

Bo

Within the staff development sessions the teacher actually

experienced
a.

or observed:
the simplification of complex tasks like planning and
creating a hypertext stack via such instructional strategies
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as experimentation,

It feels good to be puzzled with

representation,

know what you’re doing, and you

interaction, visual

and

verbal interpretation.
the simplification

of a

complex software
:

program via the efforts

of collective

or shared

InquIry.
sophisticated learning
processes and products

another teacher because they don’t

don’t know what they’re doing; and
it is fun to be puzzled with the

teacher.

eachi

eacning

Teachers are always

1

you,

that is puzzled.

and

and

you

vou're

th

re

iné one

(comments by a student member

of the grade four team)

reflecting concerted

ideas and skills of all team members.
intense motivation and perseverance which characterized

student behavior during the learning processes.
the evolution of a self-sufficient instructional design team
within a reliable support network reinforced by individuals
who evolved from staff development with heightened levels
of understanding or areas of expertise (see Box 3).
By the transfer phase of the research project teachers:
worked with other components of the network (i.e., student

a.

coaches, support persons, and principal) to design and
implement

strategies for transferring

"HyperStudio" to classmates.

assume

knowledge

and

skills of

Teachers were satisfied to

roles of facilitator and content specialist while

entrusting primary responsibility for coaching and

troubleshooting to students and adult support persons on

the teams.

observed that learning processes of visual representation of
design and navigation through hypertext stacks,
experimentation, collaboration, and verbal interpretation

characterized coaching and learning.

Simultaneously,

teachers observed that these processes

reduced the

complexity of the task and heightened motivation,
perseverance,

and enthusiasm.
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C.

observed that verbal explanations of processes and
products conveyed proficiency of students (i.e., coaches
and their classmates) with software and acquisition of

subject-matter knowledge (see Box 4).
were confident that the various components of the network

d.

could support applications of the
innovation.

My kids caught on
more rapidly than
into any problems,
Jimmy. I can put
know how to erase

to it, I thought, much
I did. Jimmy, if I ever run
I just usually go get
stuff on the screen and not
it or do anything, and they

just go ahead and do it.

to click and do all that. And I didn’t have
any problem with that; I thought that was
really good. In fact, that is one of the things,
with the high motivation that you mentioned,

they liked being able to teach the teacher and

show
good
their
came

those kinds
about that.
project and
when there

of things. They felt really
. . I always felt like it was
their creativity, and I just
were problems and kind of

helped with the problems.
(grade six teacher)

One thing that I think is interesting is how
they interact when they are not in the
program—when they are not as a group.
They talk among themselves, and they
compare

notes on

"HyperStudio."”

They

interact outside of class.

(parent of one of the student team
members)

So when my sixth graders came back and
worked with the other ones who hadn’t had it,
maybe twice in probably—I don’t know how

many weeks we worked on their AD AGENCY

magazine piece—maybe twice they asked a
question. And the rest of the time they did
not, and they did a great job showing the
other people; but they didn’t need my help. I
thought it went well.
(reading specialist, support person for the

grade six team)

Box 3

Conclusion #3:

An energetic,

They remember how

resourceful, support network
counteracted implementation

dips

which threatened transfer because
of technical problems with
hardware and software, preliminary
perceptions of lack of time for

coaching and inflexibility of
schedule, and limited quantities of

hardware and software.
Elaboration:
Numerous incidents conveyed
how interaction within and among

members of the instructional design

teams balanced pressure and
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support to thwart the implementation
dips which threatened transfer.
a.
A full disk and a
temporarily locked stack

stymied the classroom

teacher and the five
student coaches of the

grade four instructional
design team during the

initial stages of transfer.

They turned to two

other members of the
network (i.e., support

persons for the grade
four and grade five
teams) to help them

troubleshoot and regain
b.

momentum

for transfer.

Because some of the

initial plans for transfer

engaged Winterwood's
networked lab of 32
Apple IIGS computers,

the principal negotiated

with central office
personnel to purchase a

lab pack of the Apple
IGS version of
"HyperStudio." The

principal utilized school
funds to enrich the
Apple lIGS version of

"HyperStudio" with

.- -but I still really do think that
they understand better these parts of
speech because they had to type it in
twenty million times to get it right
on their cards. So, at least, they
know the definitions; and I think

they are even recognizing them
better.

(grade six teacher)

You get stuck on
you kind of have
what was on the
wrote that screen

the test and then
a flashback of
screen and how you
up and the

definition comes

up with it, too.

(grade six student)

Actually watching children at work
and listening to their verbal
interaction—as you say they are
talking about this among
themselves—you can get a
tremendous amount of information
about what they know by just
listening to them.

And that’s

probably a more valid assessment of
their knowledge level than giving
them a multiple-choice test and
getting a numerical grade so I see
lots of possibilities. I see them being
required to do these things in the
very near future, and these children
will have a tool to provide alternative
assessment.
(principal)

ox 4
additional clip art and
sound software. To
accommodate storage of hypertext selections, the principal
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--working with the PTA--purchased an auxiliary hard drive

for one of the school's Macintosh computers.
To accelerate an apparently stalled transfer process for the
grade five instructional design team, the support persons

for the grade four and grade five teams negotiated with the
grade five classroom teacher for release time for the five
student coaches.

Together, the two support persons and

the five students learned to use the Apple IIGS version of
"HyperStudio" via a template for a state report designed by

the support person for the grade four team.

Subsequently,

the teacher released grade five classmates to come into the
computer lab and experiment with the Apple IIGS version of
“HyperStudio." Student coaches and the grade four support
person facilitated the training sessions using the same state
report template. The grade five support person designed a

similar template for the Macintosh version of "HyperStudio"
and gained permission from the grade five classroom

teacher to work with other classmates of the five coaches.

Ultimately convinced of the potential for "HyperStudio" to
enhance a major segment of her grade five curriculum, a
study of the individual states of the United States, the fall of
the 1994-1995 school year finds this same teacher's
students working in the Apple and Macintosh
as they learn to use "HyperStudio."

computer labs

Subsequently,

students

will add hypertext to their alternatives for formats for reports
on individual states.

Start-stall could have characterized transfer for the grade
six instructional design team had not the pressure and
support of the network negated the threatened

implementation dips. Day one of initial transfer plans
involved the Apple IIGS computers in the lab, the
accompanying version of "HyperStudio," and one-to-one

coaching of classmates by student members of the
instructional design team. Because the student coaches
preferred the greater variety of options and more
streamlined operating procedures (i.e., additional graphic,

sound, animation, and design capabilities and fewer
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When I started, I was going to have the kids work one on one. I was going to have one
of the teachers teach one of the new students. I had to go-I was doing the Apple IT
one on one, and my kids did not like it at all. Being sixth graders they didn’t want to
have to change, they wanted all of the things available to them, all of the choices and
everything so I went back to getting the Macs and pulled those in. I put them in a
group to start with, and I found out in a group they did better because after the student
teacher, or the child, would teach in the group and then they had to go back and do
something again, somebody would remember it whereas somebody else might not. . .
.Also, when I did it not only did the five students that had been trained how to do
"HyperStudio" help their individual groups, but they came over and helped other
groups. If we couldn’t remember how to do something, then we would go get someone

else.

Now we got

(support person for the grade four team) a few times when

we couldn’t remember how to do something; and I think

(support person for

the grade five team) a couple of times. And
(support person for the grade
five team) helped with the scanning and things like that that the kids couldn’t

remember how to do. We had to do it in groups, and we took them in groups to do
that. But pretty much the kids just taught themselves. I would rotate around
sometimes to help them, but pretty much they were on their own, and they worked
really well. After the first--it took them about a week, I worked from 8:00-8:30--after
about that first week they knew exactly how to go in there and do it.

(grade six teacher)

changes of disks) of the Macintosh version of

"HyperStudio," plan B for transfer evolved on day two.

Reflections by the grade six teacher, validated by analysis

of video footage and coaches' reflections, revealed a plan B
for day two of transfer which replicated the group approach
originated in the staff development design and activated
various aspects of the network (see Box 5).
Conclusion #4:

Data emerging from this study (a) validated previous

research on critical attributes of staff development designed for
adults,

(b) established that engaging instructional design teams in
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staff development fabricates a resourceful support network, and (c)
generated guidelines for assembling instructional design teams
likely to forge a viable network.
Elaboration:
Responding to two, separate sets of items on a forced-choice
questionnaire, adults ranked attributes of a personally productive learning
environment (see Table 5).
Table 5

Adult Members of Instructional Design Teams
Productive Learning Environment

Rank

Rank Critical Attributes of a Personally

Design Attribute
Instructional Design

People Involved

#1

active, hands-on learning activities

learning with support people

#2

school time

#3

home-school setting;
risk-free, experimentation;

learning with students on my

team

learning with teachers

learning by interacting with
others

Comments gleaned from the focus interview with adult team

members

substantiated the data derived from the forced-choice

questionnaire (see Box 6).

Forced-choice questionnaire data--secured at the conclusion

of

the training phase of the project and substantiated by analysis of video
footage of training and transfer phases--reflected the confidence and
competence exhibited by members of the support network. Every team
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member

responded

"very well" or

"pretty well" when asked if members
of the team could design a stack of
cards using the planning board or

flowchart approach, use pull-down
menus of the software, create text on

a card, add a graphic or a sound toa
card, connect cards with visible or
invisible buttons, and save a stack of
cards on a disk. When asked,

following the training sessions, "Can
members of your instructional design

team locate someone at Winterwood
who can assist if your team members

need help using the scanner to add a

graphic like a photograph to a card or

need help with troubleshooting when
a "snag" or problem arises with a

card in a stack?," six of six adult
team members responded with an
answer in category A, "very well."

comments by (1) grade four support person
and (2) grade five support person:
--(2) hands-on
--(1) Yea, I liked that!
--(2) I think that’s the best way to go!
--(1)

Yea!

comments by grade six teacher:

I very much liked having it during the school
day. If you have it after school, I am just

exhausted at the end of the afternoon with

these kids all day long.

You know, I sit

through and listen or appear to be listening
or whatever~but I don’t have any creativity or
anything left to give so I very much liked

doing it during the school day when we had
training sessions. When we had the students
here I very much liked having at least four

hours with them or whatever--the morning
thing—because they were experimenting and
just learning to do things and to do all of that
stuff. So I hope that really came across

through those forms that we filled in as

opposed to--I liked having some people I felt I
could go to, you know, if I ran into problems

One hundred percent of student team
members marked the "very well" or

and I knew they knew a little bit more than I
did... .In fact, when we go into the middle
school next year,
lwon’t have___ and

when asked if their teams could find
someone at Winterwood to assist if

there, gosh, I guess I'll have to go and get
Jimmy.

onto cards; 95%

My comfort zone was really high because
(support person for the grade five

"pretty well" response

categories

problems arose with scanning images
percent of student

team members marked the
responses "very well" or "pretty well"

when asked if members could locate
someone at Winterwood to assist

(support

people

for teams

four and

five)

comments by grade five teacher:

team) was over there with me. ...Had we not
had the back-ups of the people helping us, 1
would have felt very uncomfortable.

Ox 6

with troubleshooting "snags" or
problems with a stack.

On the same forced-choice questionnaire,

100%

of the student

coaches responded that they were successfully coaching their
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classmates to use "HyperStudio."

Adult team members substantiated

these perceptions of student coaches; for on the same questionnaire,

100% of the adult team members responded that the children selected
for the instructional design teams were meeting expectations as they
transferred their Knowledge and skills of the innovation to other
classmates.

Guidelines for assembling teams evolved from analysis of video
footage of training and transfer phases, PMI reflections, and focus
interview comments:
1.

Whet the appetites of any and all interested, prospective,
adult team members. Engage interested adults (i.e.,

teachers and support staff) in orientation sessions which

introduce the language of the innovation, demonstrate

some of the innovation's applications and capabilities, and
encourage experimentation with the innovation.

Consider the readiness and resources of prospective, adult

team members (i.e., personal and teaching characteristics
coupled with teaching experiences and areas of interest

and expertise) for training and transfer phases of the
project.

Engage prospective, adult team members (i.e., teachers
and support persons) in earnest discussion of training and
transfer phases of the project. Give them time to question
every aspect; to ponder roles of students and concomitant,
desirable traits and skills; to consider ideas for transfer; and

to consider natural alignments for teams (i.e., Based on

experiences, interests, and expertise, which support person
will align with which teacher’).
Provide think time.

Give adults a period of time to make a

final decision about commitment to training and transfer.
Ask them to consider readiness and resources of students
whom they will select as team members. Prominent among
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the attributes of

successful student

coaches

in this research

project were:

ability to

interact with students
and adults; degree to
which other students
respected or looked up
to and listened to
prospective coaches;
levels of confidence,

creativity, perseverance,
and enthusiasm; ability;

and computer
experience (see Box 7).

5.

Whet the appetites of

grade five teacher:
When

I picked mine,

it was with the

idea of, ’who can work with
whom? ...Can we each work with
each other to get this done?’.. I
probably had no student that I would
consider computer literate.

grade six teacher:

Well, I picked mine because of those
who were computer literate so that

they could help me.

But, also, they

were really mature students; and

they were able to give up their power
as far as just do it, explain it, and
then sit back until the other students
had problems.

student team members
Ox7
for the innovation and
nurture a state of
readiness that permits students to enter staff development

sessions with fundamental, prior knowledge of the

innovation. Engage the students in an orientation session
which introduces the "language of the innovation" by
demonstrating some of the applications and capabilities of

the innovation, schedule time for groups of students to

tinker at the computer with the innovation, and provide time

for questions.
Conclusion #5:

Although hypertext was the vehicle, not the focus,

of this study, data emerged which validated research on the relative
advantages of hypertext.
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Elaboration:

PMI reflections; comments
from focus interviews; and analysis of
video footage of training and transfer
phases revealed relative advantages
of hypertext which emerged during
this study:
1.

Hypertext altered the

learning environment by

arousing

interest and,

thus, enhancing ability

to acquire not only

subject-matter
knowledge but to
construct networks of
relationships (see

2.

Box 8).

Hypertext was dynamic,
malleable, and
adaptable to individual

needs and interests, yet

encouraged joint

3.

thinking and reflection
which engendered
shared versus individual
cognition (see Box 9).
Hypertext nurtured, via

ease of facilitation and
expression,

interdomain

referencing (Alexander,
Kulikowich, & Jetton,
1994, p. 217) or

interdisciplinary
networking as designers

focused on accessing

From an educational point of view, I
think it’s interesting that all the
children were excited about this; and
it was probably one of the highlights
of their day each day. Now why is
that? I think that’s something that
Should be addressed because what
we’ve done is we’ve given them a
tool and said,

’Okay, here’s a tool;

now find ways to use it.’ There’s
one thing about reading about
knowledge, but how much of that
goes into a person’s head? But
when you’re actually creating the
material yourself, you’ve got that
positive, intermittent reinforcement
type mechanism working where you
try something and it doesn’t work,
try something else that doesn’t work,
then you try and it works--and you
go OKAY! It’s the challenge of it-they’re actually doing it themselves
and to me that relates to other
aspects of their education. I mean,
you can learn things just by reading;
but how much of that really stays
with you?

What drove them to be so

excited about it—it’s the challenge of
problem solving, that’s what it comes
down to... J think the kids need to
be doing things with their hands and
be experimenting all the time—really
not reading so much but actually
having challenges and doing them.
This is just another example in
support of that argument that you
need to give them a challenge and
let them go solve that problem, and
it produces good results. --a

parent's comments
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and combining
resources to embellish
content and design of

individual cards related

4.

to an overall theme.

It was incredibly interesting to me
how the three groups approached

their materials and the

"HyperStudio" program differently.

Hypertext subsumed
.
.
:
microprocessing into
.
macroprocessing, for

The fourth grade focused on how
the program could be used to make
.
a non-linear text. The fifth grade
group focused on how they could

subject-matter

creation to personalize a science text.

users tended to absorb

knowledge

as they

moved away from
analyzing discrete bits
of information and .
focused on the design

add creative elements of their own

The sixth grade group approached a
difficult topic with the goal to make
it fun and educational as well.
Therefore, they utilized as many
pictures and sounds that they could.
I really think the nature of the

attributes and content of | program encourages collaboration
a stack (see Box 10).
and individuality.
--comments by the consultant

In their meta-analysis,

"The

Ox 9

Role of Subject-Matter Knowledge
and Interest in the Processing of
Linear and Nonlinear Text," Alexander, Kulikowich, & Jetton (1994)
concurred with the relative advantages of hypertext which characterized

the teaching and learning processes of this study.

The meta-analysis of Alexander, Kulikowich, and Jetton (1994)
included a sparse number of studies engaging younger students (i.e.,

elementary school age students) in the processing of non-linear texts.
The authors speculated that difficulty with navigation might have
accounted for the dearth of studies engaging younger students in the
processing of hypertext:
It is likely that the demands of navigating through the

computer-based

system, particularly hypertext, is too

challenging for younger learners, restricting the applicability
of such programs.

. . .By navigation, we are referring to the

readers' movement from one segment of text to another or
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from the text proper to other screens, tools, or options,
such as supporting videos, maps, and commercial movie

clips. (p. 207)

Interestingly, evolving from this

study were planning processes which
rendered not only visual

representations of design attributes
and contextual linkages, but also
specified navigation routes among

the various components of the
hypertext stack. For the elementary

students and adults of this research

project, such visual representation
expedited conceptualization of the

overall network of the stack and
minimized--practically eliminated-occurrences of authors being lost in
hyperspace.

Well, I found that if we made a
mistake and just went back and tried
it again to see what we had done
wrong—I found that since we had so
much time we could just keep going
back and forth until we found out
what we had done wrong until we
got it right... .Well, I thought it
was a fun way to learn because I’m
not very good at English. I’m okay,
but it’s not my strong point. I’ve
never been able to memorize like
preposition, interjection but doing
this—without even realizing it, I’ve

memorized all eight and what they
mean.

I used to do okay on tests,

but now I can do these tests easy.
didn’t even realize how much I
learned about it.

I

--a grade six student

It’s the same thing with me.

The

group is doing a card say on
adjective, and they will ask me an
adjective; and I'll give the definition
out of the book, word for word,
because I am used to typing it up
and everything. It’s like I’m even
surprising myself when I do that.

--a grade six student

ox 10
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Implications
Emerging from the data of this research project were implications
for those who engage in change efforts, via staff development, to
enhance teaching and learning processes.
To be an effective facilitator of staff development,

nurture

relationships with a potential set of adopters--students, teachers,
support staff, and administrators within a particular school.

Live in

their environment--spend time in their school and their world of

schooling.

Come to know their attributes (i.e., characteristics of

personality and areas of interest and expertise).

Become familiar with

the assortment and level of sophistication of teaching and learning
strategies.
Customize
learners.

or adapt staff development for a particular set of

Analyze conditions supporting the introduction of an

innovation--relevant

prior experiences,

understanding,

commitment,

and

resources--from the perspectives of key players (i.e., potential adopters,

principal, and significant others such as consultant and central office
personnel).

Filter the attributes of the proposed

innovation.

Assess its
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relative advantages, compatibility, complexity, trialability, and
observability (Rogers, 1983) for the particular set of potential adopters
within the context of their attributes, classroom and school climate, and
physical environment.
To accommodate adaptation
of a change initiative emerging

staff developers are

from an insightful working

Jacilitators who help

.

.

wp:

relationship among facilitator and

changing from

’experts’ to

stakeholders by consulting
and planning with th

PODS

om

Dennis Sparks, Executive

potential adopters, encourage an

Director of National Staff

alignment of curriculum

(Modrak, 1994, p. 6)

Development Council

supervisors which associates a
supervisor with a family of schools (i.e., a system of feeder

schools—elementary, middle, and high schools-—within a larger
division) rather than a particular discipline or domain

area) for all schools within a division.

(i.e., subject

With a focus attuned to a family

of schools and away from a specific domain, a facilitator of staff
development can work with potential adopters to focus on innovations
that interface disciplines and strategies whenever
concomitantly,

enhance specific disciplines.

possible and,

Just as importantly, the
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facilitator can follow the development of the innovation and adapt its
maturation process to accommodate

various levels of sophistication

defined by readiness of students, teachers, and support staff.

For

example, introductory or rudimentary applications of "HyperStudio" at the
elementary level can blossom into more complex applications of
hypertext via the same or more sophisticated software at the middle
school, then the high school level.

As the innovation spirals upward,

successful strategies and applications can be transmitted to the next set
of potential adopters via in-house consultants emerging at previous levels
or feeder schools.

Thus, what begins as an innovation within a single

school for a particular set of potential adopters can burgeon

into a reform

permeating the family of feeder schools.
Consider a network of instructional design teams (i.e.,
teachers, students, and support staff) as a staff development
strategy for introducing

and diffusing other innovations.

Data

emerging from this research project validate that a carefully fabricated
support network of instructional design teams can capitalize on the
expertise of two generations:

(1) adults who preceded

computers but

can serve as content specialists and facilitators with a stock of
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organizational and instructional strategies and (2) students, growing up
with and typically inundated and captivated by technology, who can
translate content and teaching and learning processes
of their peers.

It seems

an optimum

into the language

combination for integrating various

forms of hardware and software into

teaching and learning processes.
The question spurring further
research

is, "What other types of

innovations, technology-oriented or
lend themselves to

otherwise,
eg

;

diffusion via a support network of

instructional design teams?"

I know, I know--they

didn't have computers

when you were

growing up!

Adeptly maneuvering the

mouse and working with

the options of the tool box,
grade four David jokes

with his teacher as they

experiment with the design

of a hypertext stack.
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APPENDIX B
"Filtering" the Innovation, "HyperStudio,"
to Pre-Assess Likelihood of Adoption
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Appendix B

Filtering’ the Innovation, "HyperStudio,” to Pre-Assess

Likelihood of Adoption

Relative Advantage
Hypertext alters the learning environment, arousing interest and, thus, enhancing ability to
acquire not only subject-matter knowledge but to construct networks of relationships. Hypertext
is dynamic,

malleable, and adaptable to individual needs; encourages joint thinking and

reflection which engenders shared versus individual cognition; subsumes microprocessing into
macroprocessing, for users (i.e., authors and readers) tend to focus on accessing and
combining resources as they make sense of the big picture rather than analyzing discrete bits of
information; and nurtures, via ease of facilitation and expression, “interdomain referencing"
(Alexander, Kulikowich, & Jetton,
Kulikowich, & Jetton, 1994)

1994, p. 217) or interdisciplinary networking.

(Alexander,

Compatibility
This project's process for pre-pianning of hypertext segments

resembles

a detailed flowchart

(i.e., color-coded materials specify content, sources of content, and navigation routes through

hyperspace) which serves as a road map to creation of hypertext when authors sit at computers
and work with "HyperStudio." This planning process parallels CPOI, Cognitive Process of

Instruction (Fulton), strategies for constructing knowledge and storing and retrieving information.
Potential adopters--students,

strategies.

teachers, and support personnel--are experienced

users of CPOI

The majority of potential adopters, to varying degrees, have interlaced technology with teaching
and learning processes using: (a) traditional software for drill and practice; (b) semi-structured
software for enhancing strategies for array and analysis of data, reading fluency and
comprehension, and writing style and fluency; (c) software engaging telecommunications; and
(d) software interfacing Lego construction with LOGO programming.
Complexity
Introductory,

pre-staff development,

adopters--students,

mini-sessions,

designed

to acquaint

potential

teachers, and support personnel--with the user-friendly format of

"HyperStudio," mitigate anxieties associated with the complexity of the software program and

whet appetites for further experimentation.

Trialability

Introductory, pre-staff development, mini-sessions with experienced consultants encourage
potential adopters to tinker with the various components of the program, “"HyperStudio," and

produce novice hypertext selections (i.e., production of two or more cards connected by
buttons).

Observability

Even

Thus,

potential adopters experiment with the innovation on a limited basis.

limited experiences with "HyperStudio"

result in novice hypertext selections which

instant visibility of results and awareness of potential, generating curiosity about other
possibilities for design, content, and application.

offer
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APPENDIX C
Conditions Supporting the Introduction
of "HyperStudio" as the Innovation
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Characteristics of the Student Members
of the Grade Six Instructional Design Team
and Examples of Behaviors Reflecting Traits
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APPENDIX H
Personal Characteristics, Teaching Characteristics,
and Teaching Behaviors Convincing the Principal
that Each Adult Would be an Effective Member

of an Instructional Design Team
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APPENDIX |
Consultant's Outline for the Hypertext Demonstration Stack on Weather
Completed by Each Instructional Design Team
During the First Training Session
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Appendix |

Consultant's Outline for the Hypertext Demonstration Stack on Weather Completed
Each Instructional Design Team During the First Training Session
CARD ONE

My Weather Forecast!
Written By:
Everyday people talk about the weather.

because

it affects their lives so much.

Weather forecasters

symbols.
warm

CARD TWO
Throughout history weather has been a major concern for humans

Let's look at how science and literature deal with weather.

CARD THREE

predict the weather.

These symbols represent fronts.
or cold.

They explain their predictions to people with maps and special

CARD FOUR
A front is a mass of air which moves across the earth; fronts can be either

CARD FIVE
William Wordsworth wrote this poem during the spring of 1802.

Is Wordsworth concerned about the weather?

Weather in March

The cock is crowing,
The stream is flowing,
The small birds twitter,
The lake doth glitter,
The green field sleeps in the sun;

The oldest and the youngest

Are at work with the strongest;

The cattle are grazing,

Their heads never raising;

There are forty feeding like one!
Like an army defeated
The

snow

hath

retreated,

And now doth fare ill

On the top of the bare hill;

The Ploughboy is whooping --anon --anon;
There's joy in the mountains;
There's

life in the fountains;

Small clouds are sailing,
Blue sky prevailing;

The rain is over and gone!
BUTTONS
card 1
card2
card 3.

To learn about weather press here!
Press "literature" or “science” to learn more.
What are fronts?

card 4 _— Return to option screen.

card 5 _ Return to option screen.

by

(ICON)
(ICON)

Return

Home.

(ICON)
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APPENDIX J
Diagram of Color-Coded, Storyboard, Planning Process
Introduced by the Consultant
During the First Training Session
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Appendix J
Diagram of Color-Coded, Storyboard,
During the First Training Session

graphic
of cloud

graphic
of sun

Introduced by the Consultant

=

text

light yellow
button
dark yellow = scanned art

BUTTON

(blue = graphic art

Card One

Everyday

people talk about the

weather. Throughout history
weather has been a major concern
for humans because it affects their
lives so much. Let's look at how
science and literature deal with
weather.

graphic
of lightning
BUTTON
(science)

J

Process

Color code for story board content:
pink = arrows for navigation routes
red

My Weather Forecast
Written By: names
of team members

y

Planning

graphic
of clouds
BUTTON
(literature)

graphic of lake and farm
William Wordsworth

wrote this

poem during the spring of 1802.
Wordsworth
weather?

BUTTON
(return to
option card)

concerned

text of poem

BUTTON
(return to
home card)

Card Five

Card Two
symbol
for warm

graphic

graphic

of map of U.S.

of sun

Weather forecasters predict the

weather.

Is

about the

They explain their

predictions to people with maps

special symbols.

and

What are fronts?
BUTTON

Card

Three

symbol
front

for cold front

These symbols represent fronts. A
front is a mass of air which moves
across the earth; fronts can be
either warm or cold.

BUTTON
(return to option card)
Card

Four
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APPENDIX K
Positive, Negative (Minus), and Interesting or Intriguing (PMI) Aspects
of the First "HyperStudio" Training Session Rendered by
Student Team Members, Adult Team Members
Consultant, and Principal
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APPENDIX L
Positive, Negative (Minus), and Interesting or Intriguing (PMI) Aspects
of the Second "HyperStudio" Training Session Rendered by
Student Team Members, Adult Team Members
Consultant, and Principal
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APPENDIX M
Positive, Negative (Minus), and Interesting or Intriguing (PMI) Aspects
of the Third "HyperStudio" Training Session Rendered by
Student Team Members, Adult Team Members
Consultant, and Principal
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Appendix N

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note.

This questionnaire was completed by all members

(i.e., student team members,

teachers, and support people) of the three instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."

#1

For each of the following pairs of items, place a check (’) in the blank by the
item which you feel more comfortable using since your participation in the
training sessions.
Rank
#1

#2

#3

Macintosh
Computer

Planning
Board

. grade 5
students
. adults
. grade 4, 6
students

Video
Scanner

. grade 4,6
students
. adults

a.

grade6
students

. grade5
students

a. grade 4, 5
b.

#4

HyperStudio
Software

students

adults

a.
b.

all students
adults
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Appendix N (continued)

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note.

This questionnaire was completed by all members

(i.e., student team members,

teachers, and support people) of the three instructional design teams during the week

following the third and final staff development session on “HyperStudio."

#2

For each of the following pairs of items, place a check (V) in the blank by the
item which describes the learning environment which is more comfortable for
you.

Fa
Rank

Learning
Learning
Learning with | Learning with
with Teachers | with the group | support people
Mr.
;
of students
on my team

#1

a.

grade6
students

#2

a.

grade 4,5 | a. grade 5
students
students
b. adults

#3

a.

grade 6

b.
#4

students
adults
a.

grade 4

students

like (names of |
support

our consultant

a.

a.

grade 4, 5
students

a.

grade 6
students

people)

adults

a.

grade 4

a.

grade 5,6 | a.

students

students

adults
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Appendix N (continued)
Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
#3

For each item, circle your response.
A = very well
B = pretty well

C = poorly or not at all

After our participation in the "HyperStudio" training sessions, our team can:
a.

use pull-down menus of "HyperStudio"
grade 4
qrade 5
A=
*5/5
5/5
B=
C=

b.

create text on a card

A=
B=
C=
C.

grade 4
2/5
3/5

grade 5
5/5

grade 6
4/5
1/5

adults
6/6

grade 6
5/5

adults
6/6

add a graphic to a card using the clip art or the add a graphic item from the
menus of the "HyperStudio" program
grade 4
grade 5
grade 6
adults

A=

B=

4/5

1/5

5/5

3/5

2/5

5/6

1/6

C=

d.

*Note.

add a graphic to a card from another clip art program like THE WRITING
CENTER
qrade 4
grade 5
grade 6
adults
A=
2/5
5/5
2/5
5/6
B=
3/5
3/5
1/5
C=
The numerator of the ratio conveys the number of affirmative responses in the
category (i.e., A, B, ©); the denominator of the ratio equals the maximum or
total number of responses for the group (i.e., grade 4, grade 5, grade 6,
adults).
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Appendix N (continued)

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all mernbers (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
#3

For each item, circle your response.
A = very well
B = pretty well

C = poorly or not at all

After our participation in the “HyperStudio" training sessions, our team can:
e.

add sound to a card using the microphone of the computer
A=

grade 4
5/5

grade 5
5/5

grade 6
4/5

adults
5/6

1/5

1/6

grade 5

grade 6

5/5

3/5
2/5

adults
1/6
3/6
2/6

B=
C=

f.

create animation
A=
B=
C=

g.

design a stack of cards using the planning board method
A=
B=
C=

h.

grade 4
1/5
4/5

qrade 4
4/5

grade 5
5/5

1/5

grade 6
3/5

2/5

create a visible button to connect two cards
grade 4
grade 5
A=
4/5
5/5
B=
1/5

adults
5/6
1/6

grade 6
4/5
1/5

adults
5/6
1/6

create an invisible button to connect two cards
qrade 4
grade 5

qrade 6

adults

A=

4/5

4/5

6/6

B=
C=

1/5

C=

i.

5/5

1/5
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Appendix N (continued)
Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
#3

For each item, circle your response.

A = very well

B = pretty well

C = poorly or not at all

After our participation in the “HyperStudio" training sessions, our team can:
j.

save a stack of cards on a disk using a Macintosh computer
grade 4
grade 5
grade 6
A=
3/5
5/5
5/5
B=
2/5
C=

K.

load a stack of cards from a disk into a Macintosh computer
grade 4
grade 5
grade 6
A=
5/5
4/5
1/5
B=
1/5
C=
1/5
3/5

I.

n.

adults
3/6
3/6

use the scanner to add a graphic like a photograph to a card
grade 4
grade 5
grade 6
A=
1/5

adults

C=

4/5

4/6

locate someone

at Glen Cove who can help our team

B=

m.

adults
5/6
1/6

1/5

5/5

graphic like a photograph to a card
grade 4
grade 5
A=
3/5
5/5
B=
2/5
C=

3/5

1/5

2/6

use the scanner to add a

qrade 6
4/5
1/5

adults
6/6

locate someone at Glen Cove who can help with troubleshooting if our team
has a "snag" or problem with a card in a stack
grade 4
qrade 5
grade 6
adults
A=
3/5
4/5
3/5
6/6
B=
2/5
1--no answer
2/5
C=
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Appendix N (continued)

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
#4

For each of the following pairs of items, place a check (+) in the blank by the
item which describes the learning environment which is more comfortable for
you.

Rank

at my
home
school

risk-free,
experimentation

school
time

active,
hands-on
activities

#1

grade 4
students

adults

#2

grade 6
students
and
adults

grade 4
| and 6
students

#3

adults

grade 5
students

learning
learning
by
as part
interact- | of a team
ing with
others
grade 5
and 6
students

grade 5
students
grade 6
students

adults

and

grade 4
students

adults
#4

grade 5

students

#5

grade 4
grade 4
students | and 6
students

#6

grade 5
and 6
students

grade 5

students

grade 4

students

adults
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Appendix N (continued)

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
#5

(on students’ questionnaire)
Indicate your answers to the following items by circling your choice.
A = agree
B = disagree
My team participated in enough training sessions to learn to use "HyperStudio."
A=
B=

grade 4
*5/5

grade 5
5/5

grade 6
4/5
1/5

Comments: We had three sessions which gave a lot of information on
"HyperStudio.” | was a little disappointed about how we didn't get to use the
movie, but it was still very fun./ so fun that we wanted to keep going even
though we knew already how to do it/ The shortage of time makes the
participant hurry and not explore the program./l wish we had more time to learn
more possibilities, but we learned the basics./It was adequate to learn
“HyperStudio," but | wish | could have had more time to experiment with the
program./All of us were there and that helped a lot./
My team had enough training sessions to complete our stack of cards.
grade 5

grade 6

A=

2/5

grade 4

4/5

2/5

B=

3/5

1/5

3/5

Comments: There were enough training sessions, but there were so many
choices we did not get done./ We had to finish during our lunch and other times
that we were allowed to./The shortage of time makes the participant hurry and
not explore the program./We did get out of class to buff it up We needed about
one more full day to make our stack./We almost didn't have enough time./We
went after school sometimes. Mrs. Cassell took the disk home and worked on
it on her free time./We only have a little bit of microphone work./We had to do
the microphone after the session./We had to put some audio on our buttons.
*Note.

The numerator of the ratio conveys the number of affirmative responses in the
category (i.e., A, B); the denominator of the ratio equals the maximum or total
number of responses for the group (i.e., grade 4, grade 5, grade 6).
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Appendix N (continued)

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note.

This questionnaire was completed by all members

(i.e., student team members,

teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
Cc.

My team had enough time between the first and second training sessions to
design our stack of cards.
grade 4
5/5

A=
B=

grade 5
5/5

grade 6
3/5
2/5

Comments: Mrs. Dawson pulled us out of class./We had to come in early one
"HyperStudio" morning to glue onto our sheet./The participant almost has to
learn the program over./It took one more session to completely finish./We
skipped class with Mrs. Dawson./Mrs. Dawson helped us.
My team had the materials which we needed to produce our stack of cards.
grade 4
5/5

A=

B=

grade 5
5/5

grade 6
5/5

Comments: We had all the materials we needed except the movie
equipment./We wanted to do the videos but didn't have the
equipment./especially snacks/
My team has the following resources which we need to teach other students
what we have learned about "HyperStudio."
(1)

equipment
grade 4

grade 5

grade 6

A=

5/5

5/5

B=

(2)

software
A=
B=

(3)

1/5

4/5
grade 4

5/5

grade 5

5/5

grade 6

5/5

supplies for planning boards
grade 4
grade 5

grade 6

B=

1/5

A=

5/5

5/5

4/5
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Appendix N (continued)

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
(4)

support people in my class
grade 4
grade 5

A=

B=

(5)

4/5
1/5

5/5

flexibility of scheduling
A=

B=

(7)

5/5

support people in Winterwood
qrade 4
grade 5

A=
B=

(6)

5/5

time

=
B=
Comments:

grade 4

5/5

grade 5

grade 6

4/5
1/5

grade 6

3/5

4/5

grade 5
2/5
3/5

grade 6
2/5
3/5

2/5

qrade 4
3/5
2/5

grade 6

5/5

1/5

Don't have enough computers./wish we had more time; | feel very

comfortable in teaching this because we are all learning at the same time./|
think it was planned very well, but | think we needed more time because as
soon as we were going we had to stop (We means the kids I'm
coaching.)./Some had time; some didn't./not enough time/| think that a week
won't teach them all of the stuff they need to know, but it will teach some
stuff./If we had more time, we could add more detail.
f.

| am successfully coaching my group of classmates.
grade 4
grade 5
grade 6

A=

4/5

B=
1/5
Comments: | think
yes./Nobody would
because we're use
to teach them both

5/5

4/5

1/5
they have learned a lot./| don't know. If the people help,
pay attention for me to teach./It's kind of hard though
to being taught, but now we're teaching to people. It's hard
at the same time. One is usually ahead of the other./This is
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Appendix N (continued)

Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note.

This questionnaire was completed by all members

(i.e., student team members,

teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week

following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."

a fun experience./I find it fun to teach my classmates. They think it is fun to
learn "HyperStudio." They enjoy "HyperStudio."/The only drawback is that
some of the kids don't listen very well, and they goof off. Some kids just can't
understand "HyperStudio."/I think they are enjoying this program./I still have to
give the people in my group step-by-step instructions instead of them doing it
themselves./Most of the people can even do it without much help./They forget
sometimes what they are supposed to do. They talked to people in the
beginning who weren't in our group.
#5 (adults' questionnaire)
Indicate your answers to the following items by circling your choice.
A = agree
B = disagree
a.

The number of training sessions was adequate for our team to learn to
use "HyperStudio."
adults
A=
6/6
B=

Comments: was enough for basics; not video importing and animation/
enough time to learn basics and intermediate; not enough for advanced

techniques/| feel the basic elements were learned!
animation, because of time, had to come

b.

later.

Some things like

The number of training sessions was adequate for our team to
complete our stack of cards.
adults

A=
6/6
B=
Comments: needed time to refine and expand original product/A basic,
simple stack of cards could be completed. More time was needed to
edit and "pretty up" the stacks.
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Appendix N (continued)
Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
Cc.

The time between the first and second training sessions was long
enough to design our stack of cards.
adults
A=
6/6
B=

Comments:
cards.

This time was needed to experiment and edit ideas and

d.

The children selected for our team met my expectations during the
training sessions.
adults
A=
6/6
B=
Comments: exceeded expectations/This group was slow getting
started. They seemed to have a hard time focusing on the big picture.
| felt too much time was spent on minor items.

e.

My team had the materials which we needed to produce our
hypermedia program.

A=

adults

6/6

B=
Comments: Planning by the principal, the researcher, and the
consultant put things in place for easy access.
f.

My team has the following resources needed to transfer to other
students what we have learned about "HyperStudio."
(1)

equipment
adults

A=

B=

6/6
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Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire
Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week

following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
(2)

software
A=

adults

6/6

B=

(3)

supplies for planning boards
A=
B=

adults

6/6

(4)

support people within my class
adults
A=
6/6
B=

(5)

support people within Winterwood
A=

adults

6/6

B=

(6)

flexibility of scheduling

A=
B=
(7)

time

adults
3/6
3/6

adults

A=
3/6
B=
3/6
Comments:

With a pull-out group scheduling is rather fixed, but

the slotted time span worked./need

allotted
had the
children
had this

more computers and time

as part of curriculum to get full use/My team has not
time to transfer to others on the Macs (just four
have had this). All of the children have or will have
opportunity in the lab on IIGS.
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Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire

Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week
following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."
g.

The children selected for our team are meeting my expectations as they
transfer their "HyperStudio" knowledge and skills to other classmates.
adults
A=
6/6
B=

Comments: transfer to others very fast/with guidance from support
person/exceeding expectations/| think they have done fairly well with time and
schedule problems. Again | feel focus was a problem. Maybe it is the age of
the group. (referring to grade 5)
#6 (students' questionnaire)
Do you have other comments about participating in the training sessions and
returning to your classroom to coach a group of your classmates?
| thought that HyperStudio was very, very fun. | also think that it was
something new and exciting./It was tough for them to learn in the beginning,
like me; but now some of them can zoom through the program like a pro./| think
it is very frustrating and tempting to take control and do the whole stack by
myself./l enjoyed this activity a lot because | feel like | learned more this way

than in the classroom./It was very fun, and | enjoy passing the information

down./might use HyperStudio for projects, reports, state reports, Civil War
reports, biographies/can use it (HyperStudio) to make reports like biographies,
science reports, interviews, write a poem--you can use it to make your
products/to learn how to scan so that we can teach the students how to scan a
picture/I think it was fun teaching other people. | think we had plenty of time for
HyperStudio and did pretty good. | like to train for it and try all the different
things to do. Also, if they have it at the middle school next year | will be able to
use it for typing and pictures. If | could have started at the beginning of the
year, | could have gotten pictures of my state and written my report on the
computer./ use it for book reports, normal reports, and projects/| think
HyperStudio is a fun experience for kids and adults. | think HyperStudio should
be taught for a couple of more years and if that goes good, then keep
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Results of Forced-Choice Questionnaire
Note. This questionnaire was completed by all members (i.e., student team members,
teachers, and support people) of the three, instructional design teams during the week

following the third and final staff development session on "HyperStudio."

teaching it./For some people who don't like computers, "HyperStudio" has made
them love the computer. It would have been very helpful. | could have put
projects on the computer like some stories.
#6 (adults' questionnaire)
Other Comments:
This had been a wonderful experience! The teams have been nice to work
with. It has given me (when | could) the opportunity to help the other teams
with some troubleshooting and also with scanning. It has been a great learning
experience for me! | know | will continue to learn something each time | work
with HyperStudio. Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of this project!!!
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